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Vehicle Platooning With Non-Ideal
Communication Networks
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Abstract—The performance and effectiveness of a vehicle pla-
toon rely on the topology of information flow and quality of
communications, such as delays and dropouts. In this paper, we
investigate the homogeneous and constant-time-headway-spacing-
policy-based vehicle platoon longitudinal control problem, where
communication impairments including the limited communication
range, random packet losses, and time-varying communication
delays are considered. Here, internal stability characterizes the sys-
tem stability without disturbance while string stability is concerned
with the error amplification when the vehicle platoon is affected by
external disturbances. First, for the case when each vehicle utilizes
the position, velocity, and acceleration information of multiple
preceding and following vehicles, we obtain sufficient conditions to
guarantee the internal stability of the vehicle platoon system based
on the stability of matrix polynomials and the matrix eigenvalue
perturbation theory. Then, considering random packet losses, we
find that the effectiveness of platoon control relies on the frequency
of packets being successfully received, or the delay till a new packet
is received. We also obtain the upper bound for delays on all
communication links such that the internal stability of the vehicle
platoon can still be maintained when time-varying communication
delays are within the bound. TheL2-string stability is also analyzed
through the transfer function for both ideal communication cases,
and cases with uniform and constant delays. Extensive simulink-
based numerical results validate our analysis, which reveals how
communication impairments affect platoon control with a realistic
information flow topology.

Index Terms—Delays, internal stability, longitudinal control,
random packet losses, string stability, vehicle platoon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

AVEHICLE platoon is a road train formed by a group
of vehicles without physical couplings, where a short

inter-vehicle distance is preserved by automation and Vehicle-
to-Vehicle (V2V) communication technologies [1]. Studies have
shown that a car with a velocity of 80km/h following only one
predecessor at 25m achieves a 30% reduction in aerodynamic
drag, and a 40% reduction can be attained by following two
predecessors [2]. By maintaining a short inter-vehicle distance,
the “follower” vehicles have smaller air drag and less fuel
consumption in a vehicle platoon. This also leads to the reduction
of carbon emissions in the transportation system. Moreover,
vehicle platooning helps increase traffic throughput on roads,
which is crucial for mitigating traffic congestions. For example,
if all passenger cars form vehicle platoons, a 200% growth in
the road capacity can be achieved [3]. With the urgent demand
for smooth traffic flow, autonomous self-driving advancement,
and fuel consumption reduction, vehicle platooning will be an
important technology in the development of future intelligent
transportation systems.

A vehicle platoon control system consists of longitudinal
control and lateral control, where longitudinal control aims to
regulate a longitudinal motion and lateral control is to make
individual vehicles track the center of the lane accurately. In
this paper, we focus on longitudinal control of the vehicle
platoon. Different spacing policies have been proposed for
the longitudinal control such as constant and variable spacing
control strategies. The most popular spacing control policies
are the constant distance policy and the constant time headway
spacing policy. Compared to the constant distance policy, the
constant time headway spacing policy improves the scalability
and stability of the vehicle platoon with different information
flow topologies (IFTs), e.g., one-look-ahead, two predeces-
sors following, leader-following, leader-predecessor following,
multiple-look-ahead, multiple predecessors and followers. In
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), each vehicle in the platoon
utilizes its on-board sensors (such as radar-based sensors) to
measure the velocity and position of its one predecessor and
maintains a small inter-vehicle distance by using these sensor
measurements. Since ACC has limitations in control perfor-
mance, e.g., there is an inherent limit on the headway time, Co-
operative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) has become a more
popular technique. In CACC, the inter-vehicle communication
is used to maintain shorter inter-vehicle distance for the vehicle
platoon and robustness against disturbance is guaranteed.
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Much attention has been paid to vehicle platooning with a
leader-predecessor information structure, where the leader vehi-
cle broadcasts its local information to all following vehicles and
each following vehicle combines the information with that of one
immediate predecessor for local control. However, this leader-
predecessor structure may not be realistic especially when the
size of the platoon is large. Therefore, it is desirable to consider
the case when each vehicle has a limited communication range
in the platoon. Furthermore, if each vehicle knows a higher
percentage of the global network information, then the vehicles
may achieve faster consensus on acceleration and speed. It was
also shown that the time-headway can be minimized by using
multiple predecessors’ information in the local controller [4],
which means that the inter-vehicle distance can be minimized
by using the information of more predecessors and followers.
At the same time, it is vitally important that the network and
the controller are jointly designed for safety applications and
cooperative driving. In summary, it is of vital importance to
investigate the performance of the vehicle platoon where each
vehicle receives and uses the information from multiple prede-
cessors and multiple followers.

V2V and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) wireless communi-
cation technologies facilitate the application and development
of CACC. However, the quality of wireless communication is
affected by many impairments, such as channel fading, shadow-
ing, and interference, and thus communication delays and packet
losses are inevitable in vehicular communication networks [5].
As a result, it is necessary and meaningful to investigate their
effects on vehicle platoon control, which provides guidelines
on the design of effective controllers. Stability conditions for
vehicle platoons in imperfect communication environments have
received attention in recent years. In particular, for the leader-
predecessor following and one-look-ahead IFTs, how commu-
nication delays and random packet losses affect the performance
has been studied [6]–[8]. However, for vehicle platoons with a
more general IFT such as two-predecessor following, limited
communication range, and bidirectional networks, the stability,
scalability, and robustness of the platoon system were mainly
investigated based on the assumption that the communication
networks are perfect [9]–[11]. It remains open to analyze how
limited communication range-based network (where each vehi-
cle uses the information of multiple predecessors and followers)
and imperfect communication environments interact with each
other and how they affect control performance of the vehicle
platoon. To fill this gap, in this paper, we study the vehicle
platoon where each vehicle has a limited communication range
and adopts the constant time headway spacing policy in an
imperfect communication environment. The main contributions
of this work are summarized as follows.

1) We analyze control performance of the vehicle platoon
where the vehicles have limited communication range
(where each vehicle uses the information of multiple
predecessors and followers) and they are in an imperfect
communication environment.

2) We investigate how the vehicle platoon achieves internal
stability. Specifically, by using matrix eigenvalue pertur-
bation theory and block matrix polynomials, we obtain

sufficient conditions on the information flow to guarantee
internal stability.

3) We show that there exists an upper bound for the time-
varying communication delays under which the internal
stability is ensured. We also quantify the reliability of the
vehicle platoon with random packet losses and character-
ize the performance of platoon control.

4) We analyze the string stability of the considered vehicle
platoon model in ideal communication cases (without
any delays or packet drops) and cases with uniform and
constant communication delays, respectively. The suffi-
cient conditions are provided to guarantee the L2-string
stability.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is summarized in Section II. The preliminaries and problem
formulation are provided in Section III. We give the system
design in Section IV, and analyze the system performance
in Section V. Section VI verifies the main results through
numerical studies. Conclusion and future work are given in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

For the platoon with a leader-predecessor-following topol-
ogy, many efforts have been made to the stability analysis and
controller design in the case when communication delays exist.
Considering the constant spacing policy, Liu et al. investigated
the effects of time-invariant delays on the string stability of
the vehicle platoon and proposed a simple method to avoid
the instability caused by communication delays through clock
jitter [6]. Xiao et al. analyzed the stability of the platoon when the
communication delay on the links between the vehicle and the
leader is larger than that between the vehicle and the predecessor,
and they proposed PD and sliding mode-based controllers for
two different spacing policies [7]. Moreover, Peters et al. ana-
lyzed the effects of uniform delays on the system performance
for different communication strategies [12]. Fernandes et al. pro-
posed a mitigation method based on the intraplatoon information
management to guarantee the string stability, where only simu-
lation results were provided [13]. Lots of works have been done
regarding the platoon with other simple information structures.
For CACC-based vehicle platoon under uniform time-varying
delays, sufficient conditions were obtained on uncertain sam-
pling intervals and delays to ensure the string stability in [8].
Bernardo et al. proposed a consensus-based control strategy for
the platoon and investigated the effect of time-varying delays on
the internal stability, where the leader vehicle’s information is
available to all other vehicles [14], [15]. Liu et al. provided the
stability condition for the platoon with constant input delays
where each vehicle measures one-look-ahead and one-look-
backward vehicles’ information by its local sensors [16]. For the
connected cruise control system with a nonlinear local controller
by using one immediate (multiple) predecessor’s (predeces-
sors’) information, many efforts have been made to study the
effect of the feedback delay and communication delay on the
stability. For example, Jin et al. investigated the relationship
among the driver reaction time/sensor delay, time-invariant but
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heterogeneous communication delays, and the stability margin
of the platoon system, and then an optimal feedback law was
proposed to minimize the cost function defined by headway and
velocity errors [17]. They also studied whether the delayed local
information can enhance the stability of the platoon system for
both open-chain and ring-road configurations [18]. In [19], the
influence of heterogeneous connectivity structures and informa-
tion delays on the stability of the connected vehicles’ systems
was investigated, and a motif-based approach was designed
to improve the module and scalability. Meanwhile, Qin et al.
investigated how the stochastic delay affects the stability of the
nonlinear platoon system, where a uniform packet drop rate is
considered [20].

Vehicle platooning with packet losses is another hot research
topic. Seiler et al. explored the effect of packet losses on
the discrete-time vehicle following control using linear matrix
inequalities, where each vehicle only uses its predecessor’s
information for longitudinal control [21]. Teo et al. investigated
a discrete-time model for a platoon with leader-predecessor
following structure and packet dropouts, and they proposed a
mitigation method by estimating the leader vehicle’s state [22].
For persistent packet losses, a state estimation based method is
proposed to make the CACC gracefully switch to ACC and guar-
antee the string stability [23]. Guo et al. considered the constant
spacing strategy and a leader-predecessor-following-IFT-based
platoon with random packet losses and limited communication
capacity, and they designed a strategy to guarantee the mean
square exponential string stability [24]. Considering a heteroge-
neous vehicle platoon with inter-vehicle communication losses,
Harfouch et al. proposed an extended dwell-time structure and
designed an adaptive switch controller to guarantee the system
stability [25]. Acciani et al. studied a CACC-based vehicle
platoon with a one-look-ahead IFT and proposed an H-infinity-
based controller to guarantee the stability in expectation [26].
Zhao et al. investigated the discrete-time vehicle platoon model
with packet losses, where multiple predecessors’ information
is used for local vehicle controller and the convergence time is
thoroughly analyzed [27].

The platoon with general IFT also becomes an important topic
in recent years. Richard et al. analyzed the stability of the vehicle
platoon by the frequency domain method [28]. In their model,
each vehicle has a limited communication range and broadcasts
its spacing error information to neighbors. Zheng et al. con-
sidered the platoon with the constant spacing policy, and they
investigated the scalability and robustness for general IFTs [9].
Li et al. proposed an eigenvalue-based method to investigate the
stability and scalability of the vehicle platoon, where a general
IFT and the constant spacing strategy were considered [10].
Stüdli et al. investigated the cyclic interconnections for vehicle
platoons and provided conditions for the string stability by
frequency-domain methods [29]. The stability margin of the
vehicle platoon with general undirected IFTs and the constant
spacing policy was analyzed in [9]. Many efforts have also been
made to problems of platoon control with general IFTs [30]. Bian
et al. studied the vehicle platoon with the constant time headway
policy where multiple predecessors’ information is utilized for
the short inter-vehicle distance control [11].

In recent years, many efforts have been made to the dynamic
analysis of vehicle platoons to avoid vehicle collisions. Bergen-
hem et al. considered the problem of coordinating emergency
brake for vehicle platoons with packet losses, where a machine
learning based parameters estimation method was proposed and
quantitative analysis was provided through simulations [31].
Wu et al. proposed to apply Kalman Filter to handle the com-
munication delays and design an adaptive acceleration for the
vehicle platoon [32]. Li et al. considered the one-look-ahead
and leader following longitudinal control for the individual
platoon and cooperative lateral control for parallel platoons,
where the artificial function method based controllers were pro-
posed [33]. Al-Jhayyish et al. investigated the one-look-ahead
and the constant time headway model, and proposed to estimate
the parameter bounds for different feedback strategies to ensure
the string stability of the vehicle platoon [34].

Notice that for the case when each vehicle has a limited
communication range (where each vehicle uses the information
of multiple predecessors and followers), how to maintain the
stability of the vehicle platoon and how the imperfect com-
munication environments affect platoon control are still open
problems.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

Notation: Let R, N, N+, and C denote the set of real numbers,
the set of natural numbers, the set of positive integers, and the
set of complex numbers, respectively. LetA = [aij ] ∈ Rn×m be
an n×m real matrix, where n,m ∈ N+, and aij is the (i, j)-th
element ofA. The transpose ofA is denoted byA�. Let Rn be the
space ofn-dimensional real column vectors. A symmetric square
matrix A ∈ Rn×n is positive definite (A � 0) if for any nonzero
vector x ∈ Rn, we have x�Ax > 0; A is positive semidefinite
(A � 0) if x�Ax ≥ 0 for any x ∈ Rn. We use I to denote the
identity matrix, whose dimension will be made clear when it
appears. The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by det(A).
Let ‖ · ‖2 denote the 2-norm of a vector or matrix. We use i
to denote the imaginary unit and the function real(·) takes the
real part of a complex number. The square matrix A is a stable
matrix (or a Hurwitz matrix) if every eigenvalue of A has a
strictly negative real part. The function min(·) (max(·)) takes
the minimum (maximum) value. We use e to represent the base
of the natural logarithm. Let Pr{·} denote the probability that
the event · happens.

A. Network Model

Consider a platoon consisting of n+ 1≥2 homogeneous
vehicles, where n is the number of following vehicles. Each
vehicle has a unique ID, i.e., i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, where i = 0 is
the ID of the leader vehicle and the following vehicles have IDs
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The topology of the communication network is
modeled by G = (V,E), where V is the set of {1, 2, . . . , n} ve-
hicles andE ⊂ V × V is the edge set. If vehicle iuses vehicle j’s
information, then we have (i, j) ∈ E. In this paper, we consider
the case where each vehicle has a limited communication range
and uses the information from r predecessors and l followers
when i ∈ [r, n− l], r + l < n. The parameters r and l can be
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set as constants before being implemented in the vehicle platoon.
For 1 ≤ i < r, vehicle i communicates with i predecessors
and l followers, while for i > n− l, vehicle i communicates
with r predecessors and n− i followers. Self-loops are not
allowed, i.e., (i, i) /∈ E for all i ∈ V . The communication graph
of the entire platoon including the leader vehicle is modeled
by G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ), where Ṽ = V ∪ {0} and Ẽ consists of all
communication links in the platoon. Let A = [Aij ] ∈ Rn×n be
the adjacency matrix of graphG = (V,E), whereAij = 1 if and
only if (i, j) ∈ E. The in-degree matrix D = [Dij ] ∈ Rn×n is a
diagonal matrix with Dii =

∑n
j=1 Aij . The Laplacian matrix L

is defined by L = D −A. Let P ∈ Rn×n be a diagonal matrix
with Pii = 1 if vehicle i uses leader’s information.

B. Vehicle Dynamic Model

Let mi be the mass and qi be the position of vehicle i for all
i ∈ Ṽ . By Newton’s law and the vehicle’s engine dynamics [35],
the dynamical model of vehicle i is

miq̈i = miξi −Kiq̇
2
i − di,

ξ̇i = − ξi

τi(ξ̇i)
+

μi

miτi(ξ̇i)
,

(1)

where Kiq̇
2
i characterizes the air resistance with Ki being a

constant parameter, miξi is the vehicle’s engine force, and
di is a constant representing the mechanical drag. Moreover,
τi(ξ̇i) denotes the engine time constant, and μi is the throttle
input to the engine. The parameters in (1) are assumed to
be known a priori. By adopting the control law μi = miui +
Kiq̇

2
i + di + 2τi(ξ̇i)Kiq̇iq̈i, one obtains

...
q i = − 1

τi
q̈i +

1
τi
ui,

where τi = τi(ξ̇i) is constant when τi(ξ̇i) is small enough [36]
and ui is the control input. Let vi(t) and ai(t) be the absolute
velocity and acceleration of vehicle i at time t, respectively. The
dynamic of each vehicle i is described by,

q̇i(t) = vi(t),

v̇i(t) = ai(t),

ȧi(t) = −1
τ
ai(t) +

1
τ
ui(k),

(2)

where τ = τi = τj for all i, j ∈ Ṽ . In this paper, we mainly
focus on the linear model of the system composed of connected
automated vehicles, which has been extensively used in vehicle
control. An important further research issue is to analyze a non-
linear model since there are nonlinear constraints for vehicles
such as input saturation and bounded velocity constraints, which
beckons future work.

C. Communication Losses and Delay Models

1) Communication Loss Models: We consider two different
communication loss models. In the first model, we assume that
the packet delivery succeeds with the same constant probability
on all communication links, and in the second model, the packet
delivery succeeds with probabilities depending on the relative
distance between vehicles.

In the first model, the packet forwarding succeeds with the
same probability on all links, i.e., pij = p, (i, j) ∈ Ẽ, 0 <
p ≤ 1. For each vehicle i, if the packet from its neighbor j
is transmitted successfully, then i will use the newly received
information for local control. Otherwise, vehicle i will use the
latest received information for the local control.

In the second model, since the wireless signal fades with the
relative distance between communicating vehicles [37], [38],
the success probability pij , (i, j) ∈ Ẽ, decreases with distance.
By [39], the received signal power Pi,j(t) at the receiver of
vehicle i at time t from the neighboring vehicle j is given
by Pi,j(t) =

K0Pb,j(t)
|di,j(t)|α , where Pb,j(t) is the transmission signal

power of vehicle j,K0 andα are positive constants, and |di,j(t)|
is the absolute distance between vehicle i and j. Suppose the
communication noise has mean power N0, i.e., it is an additive
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance N0. At
each time slot t, all n+ 1 vehicles broadcast their information
to their neighbors. Suppose there is no communication inter-
ference among different vehicles, then the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) γ̄i,j(t) is γ̄i,j(t) =

Pi,j(t)
N0

=
K0Pb,j(t)

N0|di,j(t))|α . If the fast fad-
ing channel model is a Rayleigh distribution, then the probability

density function of the SNR is fi(γi,j(t)) = 1
γ̄i,j(t)

e
− γi,j(t)

γ̄i,j(t) for

γi,j(t) ≥ 0, and fi(γi,j(t)) = 0 otherwise. Given an acceptable
SNR γ̃, γi,j(t) needs to be greater than or equal to γ̃ in order
for vehicle i to decode a received packet successfully. Thus, the
probability of successful packet delivery is calculated by

pij(t) = Pr{γi,j(t) ≥ γ̃} = e
− γ̃

γ̄i,j(t) = e
− γ̃N0 |di,j(t)|α

K0Pb,j(t) . (3)

Notice that when the relative distance grows, the probability of
successful packet delivery decreases.

Remark 3.1: The interference and network congestion
(caused by the number of platoon members) are key sources of
packet losses in vehicular networks. However, the interference
and network congestion also depends on the distance between
cars since interferences becomes less tolerable when the distance
between the transmitter and the receiver becomes larger, while
network congestion becomes weaker. Moreover, the interference
and network congestion can be alleviated through communica-
tion protocol design. Thus, in our paper, the packet loss model
largely depends on distance. From [40], the payload for the lower
level automation is 300-400 bytes. In a vehicle platoon, only
the position, velocity, and acceleration need to be transmitted,
and the data volume exchanged is very small and can be fit
in a single packet. Thus, the volume of data exchanged may
not lead to substantial congestion losses given the capacity
of vehicle-to-everything communication system such as 5 G
new radio, and we ignore it for simplicity. Validating the more
realistic losses models for the vehicle platoon is an interesting
topic, which is left as future work.

2) Communication Delay Model: Since the outdated infor-
mation will be used when the new packets are lost during the
transmission, the performance analysis of the vehicle platoon
under communication losses can be transformed into a problem
with communication delays. In this paper, we consider hetero-
geneous time-varying delays on the communication links. Let
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ιij(t) be the time-varying delay on link (i, j) ∈ Ẽ. Note that
in practice, communication delays are samples depending on
packet losses, which is a special expression of ιij(t). As we
consider more general delay model ιij(t), the obtained analytical
results are applicable for practical scenarios with time-varying
delays.

D. Problem of Interests

In the literature, most work on vehicle platoon controller de-
sign and performance analysis for general IFT (including limited
communication range-based IFT) relies on the assumption that
the communication environment is perfect. In this paper, we
answer the following questions.
� Do there exist gain parameters to guarantee the internal

stability of the vehicle platoon with limited communication
range in a ideal communication environment?

� How to maintain the internal stability and the string stabil-
ity of the vehicle platoon when there are communication
delays or random communication losses?

� When and why does the controller not work when prob-
abilistic transmission losses exist? Can we provide other
metrics to characterize the reliability of the vehicle pla-
toon?

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we describe the system and protocols that
we consider in this paper, which contains three parts, i.e., the
constant time headway spacing policy, the distributed controller,
and the communication mechanism.

A. Constant Headway Spacing Policy

The constant time headway spacing policy is used in the
vehicle platoon to maintain a small relative distance between
neighboring vehicles. The desirable distance di,i−1(t) between
vehicle i and its predecessor i− 1 is described by

di,i−1(t) = d+ hvi(t), (4)

where h > 0 is the constant time headway and d is a constant
distance. The actual distance between vehicle i and its predeces-
sor i− 1 is di(t) = qi−1(t)− qi(t)− �, where � is the length of
vehicle i. Then, the spacing error between vehicle i ≥ 1 and its
predecessor i− 1 is calculated by

ei(t) = di(t)− di,i−1(t),

= qi−1(t)− qi(t)− �− (d+ hvi(t)).
(5)

Since � and d are the same for all vehicles in V , we neglect them
in the rest of the paper. For any pair of neighboring vehicles i
and j in the communication graph, the desired spacing distance
is

di,j(t) =

{∑i
η=j+1 hvη(t), j < i,

−∑j
η=i+1 hvη(t), j > i.

(6)

Note that the desired distance between each vehicle i > 0 and
the leader vehicle is di,0(t) =

∑i
η=1 hvη(t). Using the velocity-

based policy is to improve string stability. Note that when the

Fig. 1. Close loop diagram of vehicle i.

velocity changes, the communicable number of vehicles in a
platoon is different. It should be pointed out that r and l can be
set as constants. For example, r and l are set as the number of
predecessors and the number of followers which are obtained for
the maximum velocity, respectively. Moreover, we use different
r and l for general IFTs, which can be optimized for the vehicle
platoon.

B. Distributed Controller

Inspired by [9] and [11], we study the case where each vehicle
uses spacing errors, velocity errors, and acceleration errors with
respect to its communication neighbors to produce the control
input. For each vehicle i, the control input ui(t) consists of three
parts, i.e., control input upr

i (t) using the information of multiple
predecessors, the control input ufl

i (t) by using the information
of multiple followers, and the control input ule

i (t) by using the
information of the leader vehicle. Specifically, for i ∈ V , we
have ui(t) = upr

i (t) + ufl
i (t) + ule

i (t) and

upr
i (t) + ufl

i (t) =

n∑
j=1

Aij(kq(qj(t)− qi(t)− di,j(t))

+ kv(vj(t)− vi(t)) + ka(aj(t)− ai(t))),

ule
i (t) = Pii(kq(q0(t)− qi(t)− di,0)

+ kv(v0(t)− vi(t)) + ka(a0(t)− ai(t))),
(7)

where kq , kv , and kd are the corresponding gain parameters.
An example is given to show the closed control loop of

the controller (7). For vehicle i, with r = 2 and l = 1, we
have the feedback control loop of vehicle i shown in Fig. 1,
which includes both information flow and control structure
of vehicle i. The control input is the combination of local
state information x̄i(t) = [qi(t) vi(t) ai(t)]

�, and neighbors’
transmitted information x̄i−2(t) = [qi−2(t) vi−2(t) ai−2(t)]

�,
x̄i−1(t) = [qi−1(t) vi−1(t) ai−1(t)]

�, and x̄i+1(t) =
[qi+1(t); vi+1(t); ai+1(t)], which is shown in equation (7).

C. Communication Mechanism

Suppose the communication interval among vehicles is Ts

and a zero-order hold is used by each vehicle i after it receives
the sampled data from neighbors. Then, during the interval
[kTs, (k + 1)Ts) for all k ∈ N, the information received by
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vehicle i from vehicle j is described by

q̂j(kTs + κ)

= ϑji(kTs)q̂j((k − 1)Ts) + (1 − ϑji(kTs))qj(kTs),

v̂j(kTs + κ)

= ϑji(kTs)v̂j((k − 1)Ts) + (1 − ϑji(kTs))vj(kTs),

âj(kTs + κ)

= ϑji(kTs)âj((k − 1)Ts) + (1 − ϑji(kTs))aj(kTs), (8)

where 0 ≤ κ < Ts, q̂j(kTs + κ), v̂j(kTs + κ), and âj(kTs +
κ) are the estimates of the position, velocity, and acceleration
of vehicle j at time kTs + κ through the zero-order hold, re-
spectively, and ϑji(kTs) is a binary random variable with the
distribution given by P{ϑji(kTs) = 1} = 1 − pji(kTs) and
P{ϑji(kTs) = 0} = pji(kTs).

V. INTERNAL AND STRING STABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first provide the sufficient conditions on
gain parameters and the IFT so as to ensure the internal stability
of the vehicle platoon. Then, we present stability analysis from
the perspective of the reliability for the platoon with random
packet losses. We also analyze how time-varying communica-
tion delays influence the internal stability of the platoon.

A. Internal Stability of Platoon With Ideal Communication

In this subsection, we first establish the internal stability of
the platoon where vehicles have limited communication range.
Then, by using the eigenvalue perturbation theory, we obtain a
sufficient condition for the internal stability. Similar to [11], let
q̃i(t), ṽi(t), and ãi(t) be the relative distance, relative velocity,
and relative acceleration between vehicle i and leader vehicle,
i.e.,

q̃i(t) = qi(t)− (q0(t) + di,0(t)),

ṽi(t) = vi(t)− v0(t),

ãi(t) = ai(t)− a0(t).

Then, the control input can be described by

upr
i (t) + ufl

i (t) =
n∑

j=1

Aij(kq(q̃j(t)− q̃i(t))

+ kv(ṽj(t)− ṽi(t)) + ka(ãj(t)− ãi(t))),

ule
i (t) = Pii(−kq q̃i(t)− kv ṽi(t)− kaãi(t)), (9)

where the desirable distance has been eliminated. Suppose that
the leader vehicle maintains a constant speed, i.e., q0 = v0t and
a0 = 0, then one obtains

˙̃qi(t) = ṽi(t)−
i∑

η=1

hãη(t),

˙̃vi(t) = ãi(t),

˙̃ai(t) = −1
τ
ãi(t) +

1
τ
ui(t).

(10)

Let q̃(t) = [q̃1(t) q̃2(t) · · · q̃n(t)]
�, ṽ(t) =

[ṽ1(t) ṽ2(t) · · · ṽn(t)]�, ã(t) = [ã1(t) ã2(t) · · · ãn(t)]�,
u(t) = [u1(t) u2(t) · · ·un(t)]

�. By (9) and (10), the closed-loop
dynamics of the platoon can be written as

ẋ(t) = Ãx(t), (11)

where x(t) = [q̃(t)� ṽ(t)� ã(t)�]�. The system matrix Ã in
(11) has the following structure

Ã =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0n In −H

0n 0n In

−kq

τ L̃ −kv

τ L̃ 1
τ (−In − kaL̃)

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

where L̃ = L+ P , 0n is an n× n zero matrix and

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
h 0 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...

h h · · · h

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

The system (11) is globally asymptotically stable if and only if
all the eigenvalues of Ã have negative real parts. By analyzing
the characteristic polynomials of Ã, we obtain the lemma as
follows.

Lemma 5.1: Let C be the block companion matrix, i.e.,

C =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0n In 0n

0n 0n In

−kq

τ L̃
kq

τ L̃H − kv

τ L̃ 1
τ (−In − kaL̃)

⎤
⎥⎦ .

Then, Ã and C have the same set of eigenvalues.
Remark 5.2: The relationship between the eigenvalues of C

and Ã can be found in [41], which provides a way to select
system parameters and the IFT for better internal stability of the
vehicle platoon. Then, we can further investigate the interaction
between the IFT contained in L̃ and the internal stability of the
vehicle platoon described by Ã.

Using the matrix eigenvalue perturbation theory, we analyze
the internal stability of the platoon with limited communication
range. We write C in a matrix perturbation form, i.e., C = C0 +
Δ, where C0 and Δ satisfy

C0 =

⎡
⎢⎣ 0n In 0n

0n 0n In

−kq

τ L̃ −kv

τ L̃ 1
τ (−In − kaL̃)

⎤
⎥⎦ ,

Δ =

⎡
⎢⎣0n 0n 0n

0n 0n 0n
0n

kq

τ L̃H 0n

⎤
⎥⎦ .

LetσC0 = {λ1, λ2, . . . , λ3n} andσC = {λ̃1, λ̃2, . . . , λ̃3n} be the
set of eigenvalues of C0 and C, where |λ3n| ≥ · · · ≥ |λ2| ≥ |λ1|
and |λ̃3n| ≥ · · · ≥ |λ̃2| ≥ |λ̃1|. Since it is difficult to obtain the
sufficient condition for the stability of a general block compan-
ion matrix, we only provide the sufficient condition for a special
case where the Laplacian matrix is symmetric, i.e., r = l. For
r = l, we can obtain the Jordan normal form of matrix L̃, i.e.,
L̃ = DΣD−1, where Σ is a diagonal matrix.
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Lemma 5.3: If r = l and the following condition holds,

kv
τ
Σ− kq(kaΣ+ In)

−1 � 0, (12)

then all eigenvalues of C0 have negative real parts, i.e.,

real(λi) < 0, ∀λi ∈ σC0 . (13)

Proof: When r = l, by performing the matrix Routh array
test [42], one obtains

C11 = In C12 =
kv
τ
L̃ C13 = 0n

C21 =
1
τ
(In + kaL̃) C22 =

kq
τ
L̃ C23 = 0n

C31 =
kv
τ
L̃− (

1
τ
(In + kaL̃))

−1 kq
τ
L̃ C32 = 0n C33 = 0n

C41 =
kq
τ
L̃ C42 = 0n C43 = 0n

Then, the matrix quotients can be expressed as

H̃1 = C11C−1
21

= {1
τ
(In + kaL̃)}−1 = D{τ(In + kaΣ)}−1D−1,

H̃2 = C21C−1
31

=
1
τ
(In + kaL̃){kv

τ
L̃− {1

τ
(In + kaL̃)}−1 kq

τ
L̃}−1

=
1
τ
D(In + kaΣ){kv

τ
Σ− kq(kaΣ+ In)

−1}−1D−1,

H̃3 = C31C−1
41

=
kv
τ
L̃− {1

τ
(In + kaL̃)}−1 kq

τ
L̃{kq

τ
L̃}−1

=
kq
τ
D(

kv
τ
Σ− kq(kaΣ+ In)

−1)ΣD−1.

If (12) holds, then we have that H̃1 � 0, H̃2 � 0, and H̃3 � 0.
By the sufficient condition in [42], we have (13). �

The spectral variation of C with respect to C0 and that of C0

with respect to C are defined as follows

svC(C0) = max
i

min
j

|λ̃i − λj |,

svC0(C) = max
i

min
j

|λi − λ̃j |.

Then, the Hausdorff distance between the eigenvalues of C0 and
C can be written as hd(C0, C) = max(svC(C0), svC0(C)).

Theorem 5.4: If all the eigenvalues of C0 have strictly nega-
tive real parts, then there must exist Δ such that all the eigenval-
ues of Ã have strictly negative real parts, i.e., the vehicle platoon
(11) is asymptotically stable.

Proof: We can write Δ = hΓ, where Γ is independent of
h. As the variation of eigenvalues of C0 corresponding to the
perturbation Δ is continuous, if all the eigenvalues of C0 have
strictly negative real parts, then there must exist a small h
such that all eigenvalues of C have strictly negative real parts.

Since C and Ã have the same eigenvalues, we conclude the
theorem. �

Theorem 5.5: If all the eigenvalues of C0 have strictly nega-
tive real parts and the following condition holds,

hd(C0, C) < min
λi∈σC0

(|real(λi)|),

then the vehicle platoon (11) is asymptotically stable.
Proof: We prove that real(λ̃i) < 0 for all λ̃i ∈ σC . By defi-

nition, we have maxi minj |real(λ̃i)− real(λj)| ≤ hd(C0, C).
If hd(C0, C) < min(|real(λi)|), then for all λ̃i ∈ σC , we
haveminj |real(λ̃i)− real(λj)| < minλi∈σC0

(|real(λi)|). Note
that real(λj) < 0 for all λj ∈ σC0 , therefore, we must have
real(λ̃i) < 0 for all λ̃i ∈ σC . �

By [43], we have the bound on the Hausdorff distance.
Lemma 5.6: For C0 and C, we have

hd(C0, C) ≤ (‖C0‖2 + ‖C‖2)
(1− 1

3n )‖P‖ 1
3n
2 . (14)

Remark 5.7: If (13) holds and

|kq
τ
| 1

3n (‖C0‖2 + ‖C‖2)
(1− 1

3n )‖L̃H‖ 1
3n
2 < min(|real(λi)|),

(15)
then all eigenvalues of C are negative. By Lemma 5.6, the
max-min relative distance among σC and σC0 is less than
min(|real(λi)|). Therefore, we have real(λ̃i) < 0 for all i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , 3n}, and all eigenvalues of C have strictly negative
real parts. Condition (15) shows the relationship among the
system stability, IFTs, and the system parameters.

B. Sampled Communication With Random Packet Drops

In this subsection, we investigate the influence of non-ideal
communication environments on the stability of platoon and
define reliability for the platoon control. Before providing the
analysis, we give a basic assumption to guarantee the stability
of the vehicle platoon with (8) as follows.

Assumption 5.8: For the vehicle platoon described by (2), (4),
(5) and (6) with (8), there exists a sufficiently small Ts which
guarantees the system stability.

Let the sampling frequency be fs = 1/Ts. By the Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem, the original communication signal
qj(t), vj(t), and aj(t) should have frequency less than fs/2
and the original period should be large than or equal to 2Ts.
Suppose that the minimum period of the original signal is T,
which is approximated to MTs. We divide the communication
interval [kT, (k + 1)T) into [kT, kT+ Ts), [kT+ Ts, kT+
2Ts), · · · , [kT+ (M − 1)Ts, kT+MTs), then at least two
samples are needed during this period to guarantee the recovery
of the original signal, which is defined as an event Θ. Then, we
have the following

Pr{Θ} = 1 −
M∏
μ=1

(1 − pji(kT+ μTs))

−
M∑
ν=1

pji(kT+ νTs)
M∏

μ=1,μ �=ν

(1 − pji(kT+ μTs)).
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Note that if Ts is sufficiently small, then M is large and the
probability will be large even if the successful packet deliv-
ery probability is small. When Ts increases, the probability
decreases. Therefore, for each vehicle j, we define the reli-
ability by Pr{∫ (k+1)T

kT (kq(qj(t)− q̂j(t) + kv(vj(t)− v̂j(t) +
ka(aj(t)− âj(t)))

2dt ≤ ε}, which depends on the sampling
period, the input signal, and the packet loss probability.

C. Internal Stability Under Time-Varying Delays

Since the wireless medium is shared among vehicles and there
are wireless network dynamics, the channel access time of each
message is random, which results in random delays. Moreover,
some packets may be corrupted and non-decodable at the re-
ceiver and the receiver needs to use the following non-corrupted
packets for control purposes. Therefore, communication links
may suffer from time-varying and non-uniform communication
delays. Inspired by [44], we show that there exists an upper
bound for the time-varying delays such that the internal stability
can always be guaranteed. This upper bound provides important
guidelines for the communication network design and QoS
provisioning.

Theorem 5.9: The vehicle platoon (11) is asymptotically
stable if Ã is Hurwitz and there exists an upper bound ῑ such
that when time-varying delays ιij(t) on all communication links
satisfy 0 ≤ ιij(t) < ῑ, ῑ satisfying

ῑ <
λmin(Q)

λmax(F )
, (16)

where for any Q � 0 and Q = Q�, there exists an O � 0 such
that OÃ+ Ã�O = −Q, and

F =

m∑
j=1

(OÃdj
Ã0O

−1{Ãdj
Ã0}�O + cO)

+

m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

(OÃdj
Ãdi

O−1{Ãdj
Ãdi

}�O + c2O),

Proof: Let m be the number of total communication links.
Then, one infers

ẋ(t) = Ã0x(t) +
m∑
i=1

Ãdi
x(t− ιdi

(t)), (17)

where Ãdi
is the matrix corresponding to the ith communication

link. By the Leibniz-Newton formula, we have

x(t− ιdi
(t)) = x(t)−

∫ 0

−ιdi (t)

ẋ(t+ ς)dς

= x(t)−
∫ 0

−ιdi (t)

(Ã0x(t+ ς)

+
m∑
i=1

Ãdi
x(t+ ς − ιdi

(t+ ς)))dς.

Hence, there holds

ẋ(t) = Ã0x(t) +

m∑
j=1

Ãdj
x(t− ιdj

(t))

= Ã0x(t)+
m∑
j=1

Ãdj
x(t)−

m∑
j=1

Ãdj
Ã0

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς)dς

−
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

Ãdj
Ãdi

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς − ιdi
(t+ ς))dς.

As Ã is Hurwitz, for any Q � 0 and Q = Q�, there ex-
ists an O � 0 such that OÃ+ Ã�O = −Q. Let V (x(t)) =
x(t)�Ox(t) be the candidate Lyapunov function. We obtain

V̇ (x(t)) = x(t)�(OÃ+ Ã�O)x(t)

−
m∑
j=1

2x(t)�OÃdj
Ã0

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς)dς

−
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

2x(t)�OÃdj
Ãdi

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς − ιdi
(t+ ς))dς.

Let ã� = −x(t)�OÃdj
Ã0 and c̃ = x(t+ ς). Since 2ã�c̃ ≤

ã�Υã+ c̃�Υ−1c for any Υ � 0, there holds

−
m∑
j=1

2x(t)�OÃdj
Ã0

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς)dς

≤
m∑
j=1

(ιdj
(t)x(t)�OÃdj

Ã0O
−1{Ãdj

Ã0}�Ox(t)

+

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς)�Ox(t+ ς)dς).

Similarly,

−
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

2x(t)�OÃdj
Ãdi

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς − ιdi
(t+ ς))dς

≤
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

(ιdj
(t)x(t)�OÃdj

Ãdi
O−1{Ãdj

Ãdi
}�Ox(t)

+

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς − ιdi
(t+ ς))�Ox(t+ ς − ιdi

(t+ ς))dς).

Therefore, one obtains

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ x(t)�(OÃ+ Ã�O)x(t)

+

m∑
j=1

[ιdj
(t)x(t)�OÃdj

Ã0O
−1{Ãdj

Ã0}�Ox(t)

+

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς)�Ox(t+ ς)dς]

+
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

(ιdj
(t)x(t)�OÃdj

Ãdi
O−1{Ãdj

Ãdi
}�Ox(t)
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+

∫ 0

−ιdj (t)

x(t+ ς − ιdi
(t+ ς))�Ox(t+ ς − ιdi

(t+ς))dς).

We pick a continuous non-decreasing function ϕ1(y) = cy,
where c > 1 is a constant, and a continuous, non-negative, non-
decreasing function ϕ2(y) = (λmin(Q)− ῑλmax(F ))y2, where
λmin(Q)− ῑλmax(F ) > 0, λmin(Q) is the minimum eigenvalue
of Q, and λmax(F ) is the maximum eigenvalue of the following
matrix

F =

m∑
j=1

(OÃdj
Ã0O

−1{Ãdj
Ã0}�O + cO)

+
m∑
j=1

m∑
i=1

(OÃdj
Ãdi

O−1{Ãdj
Ãdi

}�O + c2O).

When V (x(t+ ς)) < ϕ1(V (x(t)) = cV (x(t)) for −ῑ ≤ ς ≤ 0
and V (x(t+ ς − ιdi

(t+ ς))) < ϕ1(V (x(t+ ς))) = cV (x(t+
ς)) for −ῑ ≤ ιdi

(t+ ς) ≤ 0, we have for −ῑ ≤ ς ≤ 0, V (x(t+
ς − ιdi

(t+ ς))) < c2V (x(t)), for all −ῑ ≤ ιdi
(t+ ς) ≤ 0.

Thus, we have

V̇ (x(t)) ≤ −(λmin(Q)− ῑλmax(F ))‖x(t)‖2 = −ϕ2(‖x(t)‖),

which completes the proof. �
Remark 5.10: Notice that the upper bound of communication

delays depends on IFTs of the vehicle platoon as well as the
weights on the communicated information which are elements
of matrix Ãdi

that correspond to the ith communication link,
and local states. Although we can obtain analytical expression
on the communication delay bound, it is difficult to present it
in an explicit way in terms of the parameter setting ranges, as
the expression is coupled with many variables. It is interesting
to design effective numerical methods to obtain the maximum
delay ῑ, which is left as one of our future work.

D. String Stability Analysis

In this part, we investigate whether and how the disturbance
will propagate in the above-given vehicle platoon protocol. We
first consider the case with perfect communications and then
extend the results to the case where time delays are constant and
the same on all communication links (uniform).

1) Ideal Communication Cases: By (5), we have

ei(t) = qi−1(t)− qi(t)− hvi(t),

ėi(t) = vi−1(t)− vi(t)− hai(t),

ëi(t) = ai−1(t)− ai(t)− hȧi(t).

Then, for r < i < n− l, by differentiating input, we get

u̇pr
i (t) =

r∑
η=1

Ai(i−η)(kq(vi−η(t)− vi(t)−
i∑

j=i−η+1

haj(t))

+ kv(ai−η(t)− ai(t)) + ka(ȧi−η(t)− ȧi(t))),

and

upr
i (t) =

r∑
η=1

Ai(i−η)(kq(qi−η(t)− qi(t)−
i∑

j=i−η+1

hvj(t))

+ kv(vi−η(t)− vi(t)) + ka(ai−η(t)− ai(t))).

For vehicle i− 1, there holds

upr
i−1(t) =

r∑
η=1

A(i−1)(i−1−η)(kq(qi−1−η(t)

− qi−1(t)−
i−1∑

j=i−η

hvj(t))

+ kv(vi−1−η(t)− vi−1(t))

+ ka(ai−1−η(t)− ai−1(t))).

Then, from upr
i−1(t) + ufl

i−1(t)− (upr
i (t) + ufl

i (t))−
h(u̇pr

i (t) + u̇fl
i (t)) and ui(t) = τ ȧi(t) + ai(t), we can obtain

the equation characterizing the relationship between the distance
errors as follows

τ ëi(t) +
...
e i(t)

=

r∑
η=1

Ai(i−η)(kq(ei−η(t)− ei(t)−
i∑

j=i−η+1

hėj(t))

+ kv(ėi−η(t)− ėi(t)) + ka(ëi−η(t)− ëi(t)))

+

l∑
η=1

Ai(i+η)(kq(ei+η(t)− ei(t) +

i+l∑
j=i+1

hėj(t))

+ kv(ėi+η(t)− ėi(t)) + ka(ëi+η(t)− ëi(t))). (18)

Taking Laplacian transform on both sides of (18)

τs3ei(s) + s2ei(s)

=
i+l∑

j=i−r,j �=i

(kqej(s) + kvsej(s) + kas
2ej(s))

− (r + l)(kqei(s) + kvsei(s) + kas
2ei(s))

−
i−1∑

j=i−r

i∑
η=j+1

kqhseη(s) +

i+l∑
j=i+1

j∑
η=i+1

kqhseη(s) (19)

As a result, we have

ei(s) =

i+l∑
j=i−r,j �=i

Hij(s)ej(s) (20)

where Hij can be written explicitly as

Hij(s)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

kas
2+(kv−kqh(r−(i−j)))s+kq

τs3+(φka+1)s2+(φkv+rkqh)s+φkq
, i− r ≤ j ≤ i− 1

kas
2+(kv+kqh(l−(j−i−1)))s+kq

τs3+(φka+1)s2+(φkv+rkqh)s+φkq
, i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ i+ l

0, otherwise

(21)
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with φ = r + l. For each node r ≤ i ≤ n− l, Hij(s) only de-
pends on the relative value between j and i.

Definition 5.11: If

‖ei(t)‖2
2 ≤ 1

r + l

j+l∑
j=i−r,j �=i

‖ej(t)‖2
2 (22)

where ‖ei(t)‖2
2 =

∫ +∞
−∞ |ei(t)|2dt, then the L2 string stability is

achieved.
Next, we consider the following sufficient condition to guar-

antee the L2-string stability.
Lemma 5.12: If there holds

‖Hij(iω)‖∞ ≤ 1
r + l

, ∀j − r ≤ j ≤ j + l, j �= i, (23)

then the L2-string stability (22) is achieved.
Theorem 5.13: If one of the following conditions hold for all

j

1) : α2 ≥ 0 &amp; α3 ≥ 0,

2) : α2 < 0 &amp; α3 ≥ 0 &amp; 4α3α1 − α2
2 ≤ 0

(24)

where

α1 = τ 2

α2 = (φka + 1)2 − 2τ(φkv + rkqh)− φ2k2
a

α3 = (φkv + rkqh)
2 − 2φkq + φ2g(j)

(25)

g(j) =

{
(kv − kqh(r − j))2, 1 ≤ j ≤ r

(kv + kqh(l − j))2, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1
(26)

then the L2-string stability (22) is achieved.
2) Cases With Constant and Uniform Delays: We hereby

analyze the effect of communication delays on the string sta-
bility. We consider the scenario where the communication links
connecting neighboring agents have constant and uniform de-
lays over time. This is a reasonable assumption. For instance,
when delays in communication networks are time-varying but
bounded, by referring to [45], they can be made constant by
buffering data up to the known worst-case maximum delays with
time stamping. By data buffering, the case with time-varying
delays is transformed into that with constant time delays, which
makes the analysis more tractable.

Suppose the communication time delay is ι on all communi-
cation links, we obtain the following Laplacian transform from
(20) and (21),

ei(s) =
i+l∑

j=i−r,j �=i

Hij(s)e
−ιsej(s). (27)

Then, we can obtain the sufficient conditions on the L2-string
stability for the platoon.

Theorem 5.14: The uniform and constant communication
delays have no effect on the string stability of the platoon.

Proof: For i− r ≤ j ≤ i− 1, we have

‖Hij(iω)e
−ιiω‖2

∞ ≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞‖e−ιiω‖2

∞

≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞.

(28)

For i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ i+ l, there holds

‖Hij(iω)e
−ιiω‖2

∞ ≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞‖e−ιiω‖2

∞

≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞.

(29)

As a result, for all i− r ≤ j ≤ i− 1 and i+ 1 ≤ j ≤ i+ l
when ‖Hij(iω)‖2

∞ ≤ 1
(r+l)2 , there must hold

‖Hij(iω)e
−ιiω‖2

∞ ≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞‖e−ιiω‖2

∞

≤ ‖Hij(iω)‖2
∞ ≤ 1

(r + l)2

(30)

Thus, under the uniform communication delays, the string sta-
bility will not be affected. �

Remark 5.15: Although by Theorem 5.14, the uniform delay
will not affect the string stability of the platoon system, we still
have an upper bound on the delay to ensure internal stability
which is shown in Theorem 5.9. When the delay increases, the
stability performance may degrade. It also should be pointed
out that the result only holds when communication delays on all
links are the same, which is rather a simplified assumption. Yet,
the resulting theoretical conclusion of the effects of delays is of
explicit form, and will further facilitate future research on more
general cases. Moreover, we only focus on the case when all
information are collected through communication links. Mean-
while, when the measurement delays are the same as the uniform
communication delays, our results still provide guarantees for
string stability of the vehicle platoon. For the case when a part
of information is collected by sensors and measurement delays
are different, it is hard to analyze the effect of delays on string
stability, which is left as future work.

Remark 5.16: Note that we concentrate on the analysis of
internal stability and string stability of the platoon with time-
invariant and uniform delays. It is interesting and realistic to
study how the probabilistic delay affects the stability of the
platoon system when we consider the bounded wireless com-
munication range. For the linear system model with a constant
packet drop rate on all communication links, we can define
the second-moment stability to characterize the system stability
based on [20]. For the linear system model with the time-
independent packet drop rate, the system stability analysis can
be approached through Markov jump linear system theory. Fur-
thermore, our analysis for the string stability cannot be applied to
the case with time-varying or non-uniform delays directly since
it is hard to construct the spacing error ei(t) through the control
input with delayed information explicitly. There are two possible
ways to solve this problem, one is to define the string stability
through the acceleration variable, and then we can analyze the
string stability according to [18]. Another way is to apply the
Lp-string stability definition for spacing errors by constructing
the spacing error variable through the H∞ control theory [27].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we validate the theoretical results and in-
vestigate the platoon system performance through extensive
simulation studies. We consider a single vehicle platoon with
1 + n vehicles. In each time slot, each vehicle in the platoon
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Fig. 2. Packet delivery successful probability.

follows the linear model (2) and uses the control law (7) and the
state information from up to r preceding cars and l following cars
to adjust its acceleration. Each vehicle also broadcasts its own
state information including position, velocity, and acceleration
to its neighbors (l cars in front of it and r cars behind it). The
communication suffers from random packet losses that depend
on the relative distance between vehicles, and the packet loss
probability is set inspired by (3), where the parameters in (3)
are as follows: Pb,i(t) = 200mw, N0 = 10−17.4 × 1.8 × 105,
α ∈ [2.6, 6], K0 = 10−4.38, dj,i(t) = |dj,i(t)| ∈ [0350]. Under
these parameters, the successful packet delivery probability pji
for all (j, i) ∈ Ẽ as a function of the relative distance dj,i(t)
and the parameter α is shown in Fig. 2. As the relative distance
between communicating neighboring vehicles does not change
much, we simply set pji for all (j, i) ∈ Ẽ to be time invariant in
our simulations.

The parameters in the vehicle model are as follows: ka =
9, kv = 10, kq = 5, and τ = 0.08. We consider three vehicle
platoons of different sizes.

VP1: 1 + n = 5, r = 2 and l = 2. The initial condi-
tions are set to be: q(0) = [500 400 300 200 100]�, v(0) =
[13 12 12 11 10]�, and ai(0) = 0 for all i ∈ V .

VP2: n+ 1 = 13, r = 4 and l = 3. The standstill dis-
tance is set to be 15 m. The maximum allowable accel-
eration is 2.3m/s2[44]. The initial conditions are q(0) =
[240 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 20 0]�, vi(0) =
10m/s for all i ∈ V , and ai(0) = 0 for all i ∈ V .

VP3: n+ 1 = 25, r = 4, and l = 3. The standstill distance is
15m. The maximum acceleration is 2.3m/s2. The initial relative
distance between all physical neighboring vehicles is set to be
20m, and ai(0) = 0 for all i ∈ V .

Due to the space limitation, we omit the simulink models
of VP2 and VP3. We consider the following three different
scenarios: 1) The vehicle platoon moves at a constant speed with
unbounded acceleration and continuous communication, and the
communication environment is assumed to be ideal; 2) The
communication happens periodically and suffers from packet
losses. Each vehicle has a bounded acceleration. We investigate
the braking process of the vehicle platoon with different packet
losses settings; 3) For the models where vehicles have bounded
accelerations, we investigate the platoon braking process and

the process of moving at a constant speed where there exist
time-varying communication delays.

A. Internal Stability for Perfect Communication Networks

When VP1 moves at a constant speed, the set of eigenvalues of
matrixC, that of matrixC0 withh = 0.1 andh = 1, respectively,
are shown in Fig. 3(a). When all eigenvalues ofC0 have negative
real parts, the eigenvalues of C have the same property, which
indicates that there exist parameters to guarantee the internal sta-
bility of the platoon. Thus, Theorem 5.4 is validated. Moreover,
variations of all eigenvalues become larger whenh grows, which
verifies the results of Theorem 5.5. Meanwhile, Fig. 3(b) and
3(c) indicates that when h = 1, the internal stability is achieved,
which demonstrates our theoretical results. In addition, under
the perturbation of Δ, variations of eigenvalues of C0 that are
far away from the imaginary axis are negligible compared with
those close to the imaginary axis. Although a smaller headway
time h improves the internal stability of the vehicle platoon,
it may cause the propagation of small perturbations within the
string of the vehicles. In the following, we further investigate the
platoon performance with realistic communication impairments.

B. Effects of Random Packet Drops

We investigate how the random packet drops affect the per-
formance of the braking process of the vehicle platoon. Let the
sampling period/communication rate be 10 ms. To show a clear
picture of the impact of packet losses, we set the transmission
success probability to be the same for all pairs of communicating
vehicles, i.e., pij = 0.8. It is shown in Fig. 4 that all cars
stop quickly and the distance between neighboring vehicles
converges to the standstill value. We also observe that the random
packet drops introduce disturbances with a high-frequency and
small magnitude to the transmission signal. When we increase
the sampling period to 100 ms and keep the probabilities of
successful packet transmission on all communication links the
same, we find from Fig. 5(a) that the stability is still guaranteed.
However, the available spacing errors based on communication
information experience high-frequency fluctuations. When we
reduce the sampling period to 50 ms, and with the same success-
ful packet transmission probability, we observe from Fig. 5(a)
that the upper and lower bounds of the available space error
become smaller.

We hereby consider the case when the packet drop probability
increases with the relative distance. Let the successful packet
transmission probability between two vehicles be 0.9 − 0.1 k
where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} is the number of vehicles between them.
From Fig. 5(c), we observe that all velocities of vehicles con-
verge to zero relatively quickly during the braking process of the
platoon. For VP3, we observe in Fig. 5(d) that when the packet
drop probability grows to 0.9 − 0.1 k where k ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
although the response curve suffers from more fluctuations
during the deceleration process, all vehicles can stop with con-
stant small relative distance. It is noted that the problem of the
platoon with random packet losses can be viewed as unbounded
time-varying delays. When the communication delays can be
bounded by an upper bound in a large probability, the reliability
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Fig. 3. Positions stability h = 1 of VP1 with perfect communication networks. (a) Eigenvalues distribution under perturbations. (b) Spacing error stability.
(c) Position stability.

Fig. 4. Performance for VP2 with h = 0.5, Ts = 10 ms, pij = 0.8. (a) Positions of all vehicles. (b) Velocities of all vehicles. (c) Accelerations of all vehicles.
(d) Available space errors.

Fig. 5. Different packet delivery successful probability settings. (a) pij = 0.8, Ts = 100 ms. (b) pij = 0.8, Ts = 50 ms. (c) pij ∈ {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}. (d)
pij ∈ {0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6}.

of the platoon is still high and thus Theorem 5.9 can still be used
to guarantee the performance of the platoon with random packet
losses.

C. Effect of Communication Delays

In this subsection, we investigate how bounded time-varying
delays affect the control performance of VP2 and VP3, where
two cases for the leader vehicle are considered, i.e., the braking
process and moving at a constant speed.

1) Braking Process: First, the delays on the communication
links are uniformly selected from the interval [0200]ms, and the
sampling time is set to 50 ms. We consider the scenario where the
vehicle platoon moves forward stably and suddenly the leader
vehicle starts to brake. From Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b), we observe
that all vehicles stop in 30 seconds and all relative distances

converge to the standstill distance and no collisions happen. The
reason is that when the delay is small, the available information
is relatively reliable and thus the stability can be ensured. Then,
we increase the sampling time to 100 ms and the communication
delay upper/lower bounds to be 10 s/1 s. From Fig. 6(c), we
observe that the second vehicle stops very close to the leader
vehicle, which is undesirable. Moreover, vehicles in the front
and rear of the platoon cannot keep the desired relative distance
with their predecessors, and vehicles in the middle have constant
but larger than the standstill distance with their predecessors.
Under the same time-varying delays setting, we also investigate
the performance of the vehicle platoon of the same size. The
difference is that now each vehicle only uses 4 predecessors’
information for longitudinal control. From Fig. 6(d), we find that
with only predecessors’ information, when the delays vary from
1 s to 10 s, the crash happens with local longitudinal control and
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Fig. 6. Platoon stability with ῑ = 200 ms & Comparison of the effect of delays ι(t) ∈ [1, 10] s on different IFTs. (a) q(t) for ῑ = 200 ms. (b) v(t) for ῑ = 200 ms.
(c) r = 4, l = 3. (d) r = 4, l = 0.

Fig. 7. Effect of different delays on the platoon moving with a constant speed. (a) q(t) for ῑ = 0.2 s. (b) q(t) for ῑ = 0.02 s. (c) v(t) for ῑ = 0.2 s. (d) v(t) for
ῑ = 0.02 s.

longer time are required for all vehicles to stop. By using both
predecessors and followers’ information, the vehicle platoon
has a quicker response and are more reliable when there are
communication delays.

2) Leader Vehicle With a Constant Speed: We hereby inves-
tigate the effect of time-varying delays on the vehicle platoon
where the leader vehicle moves with a constant speed. We set
the sampling time to 10 ms and the maximum communication
delay to 20 ms, and the sampling time to 50 ms and the maximum
communication delay to 200 ms. Fig. 7 shows that even small
communication delays cause large disturbances in the platoon.
When there are upper and lower bounds for the acceleration, the
platoon control will be more sensitive to time-varying commu-
nication delays.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the performance of the vehicle
platoon with limited communication range (where each vehicle
uses the information of multiple predecessors and followers),
time-varying communication delays, and random lossy links.
We found that when the leader vehicle moves at a constant speed,
the internal stability of the platoon can be viewed as the stability
of a block companion matrix, which is difficult to solve. Through
matrix eigenvalue perturbation theory, a sufficient condition was
established on the system parameter gains and IFTs to ensure
the internal stability of the vehicle platoon, which shows the
effect of the limited communication range based IFTs on the
control performance of the platoon. Then, we found that when
the variation of the disturbance is smooth, the platoon system

still achieves high reliability even with high packet delivery
loss probability. Moreover, we showed that there always exists
a sufficiently small upper bound for the time-varying commu-
nication delays such that the internal stability can always be
achieved. The L2-string stability was also investigated for both
ideal and uniform constant delay cases. For future work, we
will design the controller with safety constraints and analyze
its dynamic analysis. Moreover, how to using more realistic
communication simulation tools to validate the performance
of the vehicle platoon with limited communication range as
well as the non-ideal communication is another important direc-
tion. Handling the model with onboard sensors measurements
and is also an important research issue that beckons further
investigation.
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